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Abstract:
Recent advances in digital applications for implant dentistry have focused on the integration of the
diagnostic phase, surgical implant placement and prosthetic reconstruction. Three-dimensional
(dicom) data is collected prior to treatment initiation that can be useful throughout the course of
treatment by fusing digital data capture of the intra-oral situation and the patient’s anatomic
structure. By doing this, crucial information is available to formulate a treatment plan that is based
on achieving a predetermined prosthetic outcome. Subsequent planning is executive without the
need for additional CBCT scanning. The prosthetic reconstruction can be planned for in advance,
and implants can be delivered precisely using CT based guiding systems. The result is a workflow
that mimics how conventional treatment is delivered, while ensuring a better outcome at less cost.
In additional, new prosthetic techniques and materials are available that can result in a superior
restoration for the patient.

Learning Objectives
1. Discuss how digital data acquisition and planning can help establish the potential outcome as
well as limits of any proposed treatment
2. Understand the various entry- and exit points of the digital workflow based on their preference
and availability of digital equipment
3. Apply a materials selection algorithm to select the most appropriate dental materials for the
various indications
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